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Advanced security systems such as boundary beams detectors can be used to keep away
unwanted visitors and intruders to your premises. They are available in single and multiple beams.
The infrared active, photoelectric detector can be used outdoors and comes with a panel that
houses transmitters, receivers and extenders.

The best boundary beams detectors come with a built-in automatic adjustment features and a
strong light filtering system. The arrangement is not affected by passing light of vehicles or
inclement weather such as heavy rains, fog or snow. The system is geared to increase the levels of
its sensitivity automatically when weather conditions worsen and affect visibility.

Once installed, the boundary beams detector does not require frequent maintenance or
adjustments. The best ones come with fully automated features that does all the optical lens
adjusting quickly and effectively to deliver optimum results. You can be sure of getting the best out
of the system every time you need the highest levels of security measures for your commercial or
residential premises.

The modular design of the boundary beams detectors allows for easy additions and layering of the
detector. The system can be placed horizontally, vertically or to match your desired angles of vision
as the system can be adjusted easily. The built-in optical sight makes it easy to debug the system
from your end of the controls. Leading designs come with precision optical focusing mirror
technology and bus control.

The anti-lighting circuit design helps the system function at its best capacity even when the
conditions are rough out there. Other important features of the advanced boundary beams detectors
include the unique digital filter circuit, the C-type relay output and the highest degree of
photoreceptor margin. The adjustable beam interdiction period is designed to make the system
more flexible to your specific needs and adaptable to any security system.

Advanced boundary beams detectors has high powered infrared receiver on the tube, low power
digital frequency processing technique and a professional interference optical cover. Three beams
detectors are also available for advanced security needs and have an integrated design, multi-
installation brackets and convenient installation processes. The holographic spot helps deliver real
time report. Other features of the three beam detectors include full function checking, self adaption
in any environment and trouble locking.

Boundary beams detectors adopt solid relay with long usage, non-contact, low voltage and little
power consumption. You can be assured of the highest levels of security without having to pay
heavily for unnecessary power consumption.
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maximum competitiveness and efficiency. For more detail visit our website a www.mitech-
security.com.
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